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Understanding Game Application Development: With Xamarin.Forms and ASP.NETApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn to build a simple data-driven mobile game application using the power of Xamarin.Forms, ASP.NET, the Web API, and SignalR with this short book. In it you will build a cross-platform mobile application that targets both iOS and Android, connect your app with your database using Entity Framework, and implement real-time...
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Deployment of Microsoft Azure Cloud Solutions: A complete guide to cloud development using Microsoft AzurePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master all the important and tough decision-making aspects involved in architecting an Azure public cloud for your organization. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy Azure Active Directory and implement synchronization
	
			Manage storage solutions with Azure network services
	...
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Secret Recipes of the Python Ninja: Over 70 recipes that uncover powerful programming tactics in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Test your Python programming skills by solving real-world problems

	
		Key Features

		
			Access built-in documentation tools and improve your code.
	
			Discover how to make the best use of decorator and generator functions
	
			Enhance speed and improve concurrency by...
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MIDP 2.0 Style Guide for the Java 2 Platform, Micro EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
MIDP 2.0 Style Guide for the Java(TM) 2  Platform, Micro Edition, is the comprehensive reference for designing and  creating interactive Java(TM) applications for consumer-oriented mobile devices.  Readers learn how to best exploit MIDP 2.0 features, such as the gaming API,  multimedia, and...
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Moving to VB .NET: Strategies, Concepts, and Code, Second EditionApress, 2003
In this new edition of his popular title, Moving to VB .NET, Visual  Basic guru Dan Appleman not only updates the book to include coverage of changes  to VB.NET in Visual Studio 2003, but extends those areas that have proven  important to VB.Net programmers since its release. Topics such as .Net remoting,  versioning and object oriented...
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Pinnacle Liquid Edition 6 for Windows : Visual QuickPro Guide (Visual Quickstart Guides)Peachpit Press, 2004
Recipients of nine Emmy Awards for technical innovation, Pinnacle products have long been a favorite among professional broadcasters. Now, with Liquid Edition shipping on Alienware Systems new line of notebook computers (and capturing the top engineering award at the National Association of Broadcasters convention), the rest of...
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Windows Admin Scripting Little Black Book, Second EditionParaglyph, 2004
This book shows Windows XP and 2003 users and administrators how to perform Windows management and administrative tasks using powerful scripts for just about every important task imaginable.

Windows Admin Scripting Little Black Book, 2nd Edition, shows Windows XP and 2003 users and administrators how to perform Windows management...
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Mac OS X Power HoundO'Reilly, 2004
You're about to gain insight into Mac OS X, an elegant operating system with Formula One power under the hood. This book is like your pit crew, helping you find easier, faster, and better ways of using the Finder, the Dock, the assortment of programs that come with Mac OS X, and a bunch of programs that don't. And if you want to become your own...
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Circuit Design with VHDLMIT Press, 2004
This textbook teaches VHDL using system examples combined with programmable logic and supported by laboratory exercises. While other textbooks concentrate only on language features, Circuit Design with VHDL offers a fully integrated presentation of VHDL and design concepts by including a large number of complete design examples,...
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Photoshop 6 for Windows BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
The totally revised update to the classic bestseller (over 40K of the current edition in print), providing everything a Windows user needs to know to learn and become expert with the latest release of Adobe Photoshop. Author and premier Photoshop guru Deke McClelland once again delivers the most comprehensive, informative, and entertaining coverage...
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MySQL/PHP Database ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
MySQL/PHP Database Applications Affordable Open Source Solutions to E-Commerce Challenges In this unique guide, two Web development gurus show you how to harness the open source power of MySQL and PHP — and create high-performance Web database applications that won't break the bank. Using plenty of ready-to-run code and seven concrete...
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Designing InterfacesO'Reilly, 2005

	Designing a good interface isn't easy. Users demand software that is well-behaved, good-looking, and easy to use. Your clients or managers demand originality and a short time to market. Your UI technology -- web applications, desktop software, even mobile devices -- may give you the tools you need, but little guidance on how to use them...
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